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Outstanding Period Costumes
Acapulco
Time After Time
Chaos erupts at the Christmas staff dinner when Maximo and Memo’s plans backfire. Julia pieces together
the truth behind her birthday gift.
All Creatures Great And Small (MASTERPIECE)
Episode 5
James has to settle old scores both on and off the playing field when a familiar face returns to Darrowby,
while Tristan and Siegfried must acknowledge their differences.
Angelyne
Glow In The Dark Queen Of The Universe
Murals, hot seats, centerfolds, movie roles, fresh eyes -- huge, gigantic fame; exposure leaves Angelyne
exposed.
Archive 81
The Ferryman
The veil drops from a cursed film's origins. At the Vox Mansion in 1924, Iris recruits Rose for a blood ritual.
Dan knows he must find Anabelle.
Billy The Kid
The Immigrants
It’s 1871. 12-year-old Billy McCarty and his immigrant Irish family have to leave New York and travel west
to seek new opportunities. But the journey proves fatal for some.
BMF
See It... Touch It... Obtain It
Meech avoids a street war by moving his crew The 50 Boyz to a new location. He and his brother Terry
cook up a more potent batch of drugs that creates enough demand to help their family overcome the
economic crisis.
Brand New Cherry Flavor
I Exist
Sunlit promise - and the darkest danger - lies around each bend when new director Lisa meets a powerful
producer. But he wants more than she expects.
Bridgerton
Harmony
Scandalous rumors swirl around the Bridgertons and the Sharmas. The queen's ire over Lady Whistledown
lands Eloise and Penelope in a quandary.

Candy
Over Kill
Candy and Allan's affair begins. Betty is pregnant and finds a surprising source of support in Candy. Betty
and Allan become closer while attending Marriage Encounter.
Chapelwaite
Blood Calls Blood
1850. Captain Charles Boone inherits his wealthy cousin’s estate and relocates his family to small-town
Maine. The Boones encounter prejudice, hostility, a mystery illness and murder as Charles begins a
dangerous journey of self-discovery.
Dickinson
This Was A Poet
Emily asks Betty to help her design a new dress. The Dickinson family is surprised by an unexpected guest.
1883
1883
1883 The Dutton family embarks on a journey west. James arrives in Texas, where he and his family
prepare to make their way through The Great Plains in search of a new home and the promise of
opportunity.
The Essex Serpent
Everything Is Blue
Luke throws a birthday party for Cora. During an eventful night, Cora and Will get closer—and Luke notices
Stella is hiding something.
The First Lady
Cracked Pot
Eleanor discovers Franklin’s marital indiscretions, which motivates her to socialize with more independent,
politically active women. A stubborn injury drives Betty to seek help from a doctor, who prescribes
addictive pain medication. After toddler Sasha is hospitalized, Michelle vows to improve Chicago’s
inadequate healthcare system.
Gaslit
Will
Martha Mitchell struggles to balance the demands of a re-election campaign with that of her marriage. John
Dean’s ambition as White House Counsel is tested as he finds himself drawn unknowingly into a conspiracy
inside Nixon’s re-election campaign.
Gentleman Jack
Two Jacks Don’t Suit
In France, Ann Walker is shocked by details about Anne Lister’s complicated relationship with Mariana
Lawton. Back in Halifax, Ann’s relations are hatching a plot to marry her off.
The Gilded Age
Let The Tournament Begin
Marian’s grand plan is threatened. Bertha and Mrs. Astor lock horns over Gladys’ debut. Peggy is stunned
by a major reveal.

The Great
Five Days
Elizabeth pronounces that Catherine's baby will be born in five days; the court begins preparations and
performs rituals for Peter and Catherine; conflict with the Ottomans heightens, and Catherine tries to run
the country while on forced bed rest.
Julia
Foie Gras
While in New York, Julia and the show receive both accolades and criticism. As Avis forges an unlikely
friendship with Paul, Alice finds an unexpected connection of her own.
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Maisel Vs. Lennon: The Cut Contest
Word of Midge’s act is spreading, attracting a female audience to the Wolford. Columnist L. Roy Dunham
continues to trash Midge, leading to a revelation when they meet. The established matchmakers in town
warn Rose to stop encroaching on their business. Midge’s arch enemy Sophie asks her for a favor.
Minx
Au Revoir, Le Double Dong
Doug courts his usual advertisers, while Joyce looks for more conventional companies to do business with.
Bambi looks to channel her newfound feminism into a new role.
Miracle Workers: Oregon Trail
What Happens In Branchwater
The wagon train stops in the sinful town of Branchwater, luring Ezekiel into a night of debauchery and
temptation. Meanwhile, Benny finds his favorite saloon has transformed into an inauthentic tourist trap.
My Brilliant Friend: Those Who Leave And Those Who Stay
Terror
Following news of a murder in the neighborhood, Pasquale and Nadia suddenly descend on Elena’s house.
The Offer
Brains And Balls
The Godfather is released to rave reviews and box office records. Drama unfolds at the 45th Academy
Awards. Al Ruddy looks to the future and his next project.
Our Flag Means Death
The Best Revenge Is Dressing Well
Blackbeard and Stede attend a fancy party. Oluwande and Frenchie embrace false identities. Izzy and
Lucius go head-to-head.
Outlander
Hour Of The Wolf
While visiting the Cherokee, Ian encounters a man from his past who dredges up painful memories of his
time with the Mohawk.
Pachinko
Chapter Four
Newlywed Sunja embarks on an epic journey that takes her far from the comforts of home. Solomon gets
ready for his big day.

Physical
Let's Do This Thing
Sheila discovers aerobics as a new outlet for her body anxiety. Danny, her husband, pursues a calling in
politics after bad news about his job.
Pistol
Track 3: Bodies
As Steve and Chrissie Hynde begin to make more than just music, the Pistols begin to wreak anarchy in
the U.K. and Johnny Rotten takes deeper inspiration from a grieving young woman.
The Porter
Episode 104
Junior gets a chilling glimpse at Queenie’s capacity for violence. Zeke and Marlene’s road-trip reignites an
old spark. Lucy’s big debut as a featured performer makes her contemplate a different path.
The Pursuit Of Love
Episode 1
On the brink of adulthood Fanny and Linda are stuck in the Oxfordshire countryside impatiently waiting for
life to begin. When they finally break free, Linda immediately falls hopelessly in love, leaving Fanny feeling
left behind.
Schmigadoon!
Schmigadoon!
Melissa and Josh stumble upon the strange musical town of Schmigadoon—and are shocked to learn they
can’t leave until they find true love.
Shining Girls
Attribution
As pressure mounts to go to print, Dan explores possible connections between the murder victims. Kirby
tries to make sense of a piece of evidence.
The Shrink Next Door
The Treatment
Marty invites Dr. Ike to help out with the family business. Phyllis senses she is losing her brother and
decides to take matters into her own hands.
Stranger Things
Chapter Two: Vecna's Curse
A plane brings Mike to California — and a dead body brings Hawkins to a halt. Nancy goes looking for
leads. A shaken Eddie tells the gang what he saw.
The Survivor
The true story of Harry Haft, who after being sent to Auschwitz, survived not only the unspeakable horrors
of the camp, but the gladiatorial boxing spectacle he was forced to perform with fellow prisoners for his
captor’s amusement. Haft’s driven by his quest to reunite with the woman he loves.
Under The Banner Of Heaven
Blood Atonement
As the details of the murders become clear, Pyre and Taba embark on an interstate manhunt, hoping to
catch the killers before they complete their list of those to be blood atoned.

A Very British Scandal
Episode 1
Once considered the most beautiful debutante of the 1930s, heiress Margaret Sweeny, amid divorce,
meets the dashing Ian Campbell, future Duke of Argyll. What begins as sexual chemistry leads to marriage,
with Margaret having fallen in love with Ian and his crumbling ancestral seat, Inveraray Castle and
financing its restoration.
Vikings: Valhalla
Miracle
Schemes, betrayals and politics rule the day as a new monarch takes the throne of England. Leif is hailed
as a hero but secretly questions his faith.
Voir
Summer Of The Shark
For Sasha Stone, summer 1975 evokes endless days, first kisses, Jaws on repeat, and the start of a long
affair with the movies.
The Waltons' Homecoming
Set in 1933, The Waltons' Homecoming is told through the eyes of John Boy. When a storm threatens John
Sr.’s arrival on Christmas Eve, Olivia sends John Boy out into the night to find his daddy - a journey that
will change John Boy's life forever.
Why Didn't They Ask Evans?
Lucy Boynton and Will Poulter star in Hugh Laurie's adaptation of the 1934 Agatha Christie novel, Why
Didn’t They Ask Evans?. The limited series follows two amateur sleuths as they set out to find the meaning
behind a dead man's mysterious final words.
Why Women Kill
The Lady Confesses
Season finale. In order to protect her glory, notoriety, and newly glamorous life, Alma concocts a
desperate and dramatic scheme after Vern's investigation leads to his new in-laws.
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
Pieces Of A Man
While the Lakers prepare for their season opener, Kareem experiences a crisis of faith, and Buss clashes
with those closest to him.
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
The Swan
1979. Businessman Jerry Buss stakes his fortune on purchasing the lackluster NBA's Los Angeles Lakers.
Meanwhile, the team's head coach, Jerry West, bristles at the prospect of drafting college phenom Earvin
Johnson – who must decide if he's ready to live up to the mantle of his nickname: Magic.
Women Of The Movement
Mother And Son
Mamie Till Mobley, a young mother living a simple life in Chicago, begrudgingly lets her adventurous 14year-old son, Emmett, go on vacation with his great uncle and cousins to Mississippi. Days after his arrival,
tragedy strikes and Mamie is faced with a mother’s worst nightmare when her son goes missing.

The Wonder Years
Lads And Ladies
Bill and Lillian join high society club Lads & Ladies as a way to introduce Kim and Dean to positive
influences in the community; Bill, Kim and Dean fit right in, but things take a turn when Lillian is treated
differently for being a working mom.
Young Rock
A Christmas Peril
An unexpected guest shows Dewey that this is the first in a long line of terrible Christmases. In 1987,
Rocky and Dwayne take jobs as a mall Santa and elf. In 1993, Dwayne reluctantly spends a disastrous
Christmas with Coach O.

End of Category

Outstanding Fantasy/Sci-Fi Costumes
Another Life
Just A Rat In A Cage
In a flash, Niko and Richard's world takes a terrifying turn as they wake up in a cold, cruel trap. On Earth,
the team grapples with memory gaps.
The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 1: Stranger In A Strange Land
Boba Fett holds court.
Cowboy Bebop
Callisto Soul
When a group of eco-terrorists screw up her attempted shakedown, Faye enlists Spike and Jet to help her
bring them in for the bounty.
DMZ
Advent
As Parco and Wilson shore up last-minute support before their first debate at City Hall, Alma makes a
desperate appeal to the holder of the DMZ’s ultimate power source.
Doom Patrol
1917 Patrol
Rita arrives in 1917, where she is captured by the Bureau of Normalcy. She quickly befriends the
metahuman workers there, who secretly form the Sisterhood of Dada, alongside a young Laura who is also
a member. She forms a romantic bond with one of their members, Malcolm.
The Expanse
Why We Fight
Paths converge on Ceres when Drummer and her fleet arrive to aid the relief effort. Holden tries to
convince Avasarala to release crucial information to avert catastrophe, but she has her own request. As
Amos and Bobbie get a little R&R at the station, Naomi has a difficult reunion.
Foundation
The Emperor's Peace
Gaal Dornick leaves her life in Synnax behind when the galaxy’s greatest mathematician, Hari Seldon,
invites her to Trantor.
Halo
Contact
In the year 2552, humans on the planet Madrigal fight for independence from Earth, but a fatal encounter
with the Alien Covenant complicates things; Master Chief John-117 and his fellow super-soldier Spartans
join the fight.
Hawkeye
So This Is Christmas?
Clint and Kate’s partnership is tested as they face the consequences of exposing the conspiracy.

Invasion
Full Of Stars
Mitsuki is determined to contact the Hoshi 12 before it’s too late, as the military detains the Maliks and
Caspar takes a risk that may kill him.
Legacies
The Only Way Out Is Through
As their inevitable confrontation with the Gods looms, the Salvatore students test their fight strategies in a
D&D style simulation. Meanwhile, as Hope struggles to define reality, Jen reveals how the Gods remained
hidden for a millennia. In Limbo, the Necromancer tries to thwart Landon's quest for peace.
Loki
Glorious Purpose
After picking up the Tesseract in Avengers: Endgame, Loki finds himself called before the Time Variance
Authority (TVA), a Kafkaesque bureaucratic organization that exists outside of time and space.
Lost In Space
Three Little Birds
A year into their mission with the children of the Resolute, Judy, Penny and Will scramble to find the
titanium they need to get to Alpha Centauri.
The Man Who Fell To Earth
Hallo Spaceboy
An alien crashes deep into the oil fields of New Mexico with a mission: to find the one woman on earth who
can save his species. Together they discover in order to save his world, they must first save ours.
Moon Knight
Gods And Monsters
As Moon Knight joins the fray, Marc, Steven and Khonshu must work together to stop Ammit.
Peacemaker
Best Friends For Never
After Peacemaker’s hazardous escape, tension and mistrust build within the team. Later, as Peacemaker
grapples with his new assignment, he receives a surprise visitor.
The Pentaverate
Episode 3
At Pentaverate headquarters, a billionaire high roller arrives amid news of another death. Ken embeds with
the guards and is sent on a risky mission.
SEE
The Queen's Speech
Queen Kane’s treachery forces Maghra’s hand. Kofun gets upsetting news. Haniwa makes a final plea to
Wren in a bid for peace.
Snowpiercer
The Original Sinners
It all comes to a head as old adversaries clash, with New Eden hanging in the balance.

Star Trek: Discovery
Rosetta
While Captain Burnham leads an away mission to a planet that was once home to the aliens responsible for
the DMA, Book and Tarka secretly infiltrate the U.S.S. Discovery.
Star Trek: Picard
Penance
Picard finds himself transported to an alternate timeline in the year 2400 where his longtime nemesis, Q,
has orchestrated one final trial. Picard searches for his trusted crew as he attempts to find the cause of this
dystopian future.
Star Trek: Strange New Worlds
Spock Amok
It’s a comedy of manners when Spock has a personal visit in the middle of Spock and Captain Pike’s crucial
negotiations with an unusual alien species.
Stargirl
Summer School: Chapter Thirteen
As Eclipso unleashes the final part of his master plan, Courtney, Pat, and the JSA band together to take
him down once and for all.
Titans
Souls
While Rachel struggles for a chance to use her magic to resurrect Donna on Paradise Island, Tim Drake
encounters Donna in the Underworld, and searches for a way back.
What We Do In The Shadows
The Wellness Center
Nandor is persuaded to reject vampirism and pursue a healthier lifestyle.
The Wheel Of Time
The Flame Of Tar Valon
Moiraine faces the consequences of her actions. Mat faces the darkness in himself. Egwene faces the most
powerful woman in the world.
The Witcher
Family
Geralt faces off with a demon targeting his nearest and dearest while the most powerful players on the
continent ramp up their pursuit of Ciri.

End of Category

Outstanding Contemporary Costumes
Abbott Elementary
Desking
When the students start participating in a new online trend that causes disruption to the school, the
teachers band together to put an end to it; Mr. Johnson provides comforting life advice to Gregory; the
teachers finally meet Jacob's boyfriend.
After Life
Episode 6
An interview with a sick child hits Tony hard. Later, he makes a decision about Lisa's insurance money and
joins his friends at the town fair.
The Afterparty
Yasper
Yasper explains how he tried to get Xavier to help him get his music career off the ground. His version of
the events is a toe-tapping musical.
American Auto
Charity Dinner
The group attends the annual Payne Foundation Fundraising Gala. Katherine suspects her job may be in
jeopardy. Wesley deals with a family rivalry.
American Horror Stories
Game Over
A couple dares to spend a night in one of the most infamous haunted houses.
American Horror Story: Double Feature
Gaslight
Harry struggles to keep Alma under control. Doris is pushed past her limits.
Anatomy Of A Scandal
Episode 1
James scrambles to mitigate the scandal's impact, while a devastated but determined Sophie remembers
happier moments and Kate debates her next move.
And Just Like That...
Seeing The Light
Charlotte plans the ultimate rite of passage for Rock. Che throws Miranda for a loop. Carrie finds closure.
As We See It
Please Don't Leave
Season finale. At his sister’s graduation party, Harrison discovers that his parents are selling their house
and moving to Montana. Confronted with the reality of Lou’s illness, Jack tells Ewatomi he would like their
relationship to progress. Feeling unwanted, Violet lashes out at Van. Mandy and Van have unfinished
business.
Atlanta
The Old Man And The Tree
Going to rich parties and meeting weirdos.

Atypical
Player's Ball
Casey and Sam fume about their parents meddling in their lives. Zahid hosts a big send-off for something
near and dear.
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Don't F*ck With Grandmas
Grandma and her gal pals band together to take down a scammer targeting the elderly, and Nora suspects
her former fling Margaret is back to her con artist ways.
The Baby
The Arrival
After yet another friend makes a surprise pregnancy announcement, a dejected Natasha heads to a remote
cabin to get her head straight – only to be confronted by exactly what she sought to get away from: a
baby.
Barry
candy asses
On the precipice of death, Barry hallucinates while George Krempf debates to kill or save him. Jim Moss
takes Fuches into custody where he is interrogated by Albert. Fuches tells Albert that Barry killed Chris,
and Sally discovers Natalie’s new show with BanShe gives them everything Joplin lacked.
Better Call Saul
Plan And Execution
Jimmy and Kim deal with a last-minute snag.
Better Things
England
Sam and fam take a trip. Sam needs the circle to be complete.
Billions
Burn Rate
Facing political headwinds against the Olympic Games, Prince turns to Wendy for help; Scooter and Wags
must work together to help secure the games; Taylor chases a holy grail play and Sacker makes a big
decision.
Bingo Hell
A feisty senior citizen fights to protect her beloved neighborhood from an evil force that’s taken over the
local bingo hall and is killing the residents in gruesome ways.
Birds Of Paradise
Kate is an aspiring ballerina given a scholarship to attend a prestigious ballet school in Paris. Upon arrival
her confidence is tested by fellow dancer Marine who recently lost her brother. While confrontational at
first, their relationship evolves into an emotionally charged, competitive union beset by lies and sexual
awakening.

black-ish
That's What Friends Are For
Bow convinces Dre to attend a fundraising event to make some new friends, but Dre is convinced there will
be nothing but dud husbands there to befriend; their expectations are exceeded when the guest for the
evening is Michelle Obama.
Blindspotting
Bride Or Die
Ashley brings the whole family to visitation to see Miles. Earl heads off to start his first day of work at the
ports but is hit with red light special when he gets back to the docks.
Bosch: Legacy
Always/All Ways
Bosch reaches a dangerous end game in the Vance case. Chandler courts an unlikely ally in her wrongful
death suit. Maddie pays the cost of getting too involved with her work.
The Chair
Brilliant Mistake
At Pembroke University, the first woman of color to become chair tries to meet the dizzying demands and
high expectations of a failing English department. With the department facing budget cuts and low
enrollment, Ji-Yoon vows to make some changes as chair while one professor struggles to keep it together.
Clickbait
The Mistress
Family man Nick Brewer is abducted in a crime with a sinister online twist. Those closest to him race to
uncover who's behind it and why. Emma Beesly arrives in Oakland to grieve and help set the record
straight, but her presence only deepens the mystery around Nick's secret life.
Cobra Kai
Party Time
Miguel and Sam are excited about attending the junior prom until another couple unexpectedly shows up.
Terry lures Johnny to a familiar location.
Colin In Black & White
The Decision
In his junior year of high school, Colin is besieged by college baseball offers - and opinions. But he
considers holding out for a future in football.
Conversations With Friends
Episode 4
Frances and Bobbi travel to Croatia to join Melissa and Nick on holiday. Having not seen or spoken to Nick
in a few weeks, Frances learns that he has had a tough time recently and they both realise that they are
still attracted to each other.
Dave
Dave
Dave releases his debut album Penith. The rest is history.

David Makes Man
My Own Best Friend
David creates a plan to shift negative attention away from his redevelopment project, and it involves his
brother; plus, Nicole and David's relationship stalls.
Dear White People
Chapter X
Opening night of the Varsity Show yields big surprises and a sobering encounter. In the future, the friends’
reunion takes an emotional turn.
Dexter: New Blood
Cold Snap
For the past decade, Dexter has been living a quiet, isolated life far away from the temptations of his past.
When a local hotshot begins behaving recklessly, he questions whether he can continue to suppress the
murderous urgings of his Dark Passenger.
Dopesick
First Bottle
Richard Sackler begins to launch a powerful new painkiller, a rural doctor is introduced to the drug, a coal
miner plans her future, a DEA agent learns of black market pills and federal prosecutors decide to open a
case into OxyContin.
The Dropout
I'm In A Hurry
Elizabeth Holmes, an optimistic and determined young woman, drops out of Stanford to found a promising
new blood-testing start-up.
Emily In Paris
French Revolution
Emily finds her loyalties torn when a fashion show at Versailles sets the stage for a showdown that could
determine Savoir's future - and her own.
The Equalizer
Legacy
McCall joins forces with Jessie Cook (Jada Pinkett Smith), a brilliant and unpredictable master thief, to
recover a valuable painting stolen from a Black family during the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre.
Euphoria
Trying To Get To Heaven Before They Close The Door
Rue and Jules cross paths for the first time since Christmas as East Highland rings in the new year.
Evil
O Is For Ovaphobia
Ben, David, and Kristen investigate the RSM fertility clinic, since so many of their past cases have led them
back to this ominous clinic.

Fantasy Island
Hungry Christine; Mel Loves Ruby
Hungry Christine: A morning show anchor under pressure to look effortlessly perfect wants to eat as much
as she wants without gaining weight. Mel Loves Ruby: A loving old married couple want to relive their
youth for a weekend.
Feel Good
Episode 5
In pain and withdrawing from the world, Mae begins doing stand-up shows from her living room.
Meanwhile, George tries to carve some space for herself.
Fistful Of Vengeance
A revenge mission becomes a fight to save the world from an ancient threat when superpowered assassin
Kai tracks a killer to Bangkok.
The Flight Attendant
Seeing Double
Now almost a year sober, Cassie has started fresh in LA with her supportive new boyfriend, Marco. But her
side gig moonlighting as a CIA asset soon finds Cassie entangled in an international murder mystery…
again.
Fresh
Noa (Daisy Edgar-Jones) meets the alluring Steve (Sebastian Stan) at a grocery store and, given her
frustration with dating apps, she takes a chance and gives him her number. After their first date, Noa is
smitten. However, she finds that her new paramour has been hiding some unusual appetites.
From
Choosing Day
The Matthews family must choose which of the two settlements they will join. Meanwhile, Jade comes to
terms with his situation and Boyd is faced with an impossible decision that strikes at the very heart of life
in the town.
The Game
Take One For The Team
Tasha's husband Pookie visits for the weekend with hopes of rejuvenating their relationship, but a potential
client returning complicates their couples' time. Malik's leadership is questioned by his team while they
freeze out Jamison on and off the field.
Gentefied
No Human Is Illegal
When a tough new judge takes over Pop's case, the family holds an early Christmas celebration, where big
announcements and heartfelt gifts abound.
Ghosts
Pilot
Samantha and Jay throw both caution and money to the wind when they decide to convert a rundown
country estate they inherited into a bed and breakfast - only to find it's inhabited by the many opinionated
spirits of deceased residents who now call it home.

The Girl From Plainville
Can't Fight This Feeling
As the threat of legal action mounts, Gail and David hire a lawyer to represent their daughter; Co and Lynn
struggle with their pasts and Michelle tries to help Coco settle into a new normal.
Girls5eva
Who U Know
The women try to get heat by guest-starring in Stinker’s latest music video. Dawn has doubts about her
son entering the business, Wickie assumes the role of Girls5eva's publicist, and Summer pushes Gloria to
flirt.
Goliath
The Pain Killer
Patty finds herself on the hook for Billy’s behavior as he digs deeper into the case.
The Good Doctor
New Beginnings
Shaun and Lea's upcoming engagement party has everyone in a festive mood after their return from
Guatemala. Meanwhile, a young single mother learns her son may have contracted his cancer from a
surprising source, and Mateo finds out if his previous issues in America will be resolved.
The Good Fight
Previously On
Season five premiere. A flashback to 2020 reveals how the team at Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart
experienced the year's major events.
Good Sam
Pilot
A talented yet stifled heart surgeon embraces her leadership role after her renowned and pompous boss
falls into a coma. When he awakens and wants to resume surgery it falls to her to supervise this
overbearing blowhard who never acknowledged her talents — and also happens to be her father.
Gossip Girl
Just Another Girl On MTA
As the school year begins for New York’s elite, a new student at Constance St. Jude’s finds herself thrust
into the spotlight, while a mysterious presence threatens to shake the status quo.
Grace And Frankie
The Beginning
Robert finally comes to terms with his memory loss. Grace and Frankie confront the possibility of
immediate death — or aging for a few more years.
Grand Crew
Wine & Art
Wyatt gets into an art show and asks Sherm to be his subject. Noah doesn’t know if Simone is ready to
take the next step, but Nicky has a plan. Fay teaches Anthony some dance moves. And there’s wine.
Hacks
The Captain’s Wife
While Deb struggles to connect with her audience on a gay cruise, Ava finds herself an unexpected hit.

Hanna
Résistance
Hanna returns to The Meadows with her cover as a loyal Utrax trainee. As the trainees prepare for their
first missions, Marissa contacts a CIA analyst in Vienna who is on the target list, and uses him for
information. Hanna meets her target Abbas, a charismatic young activist, in Paris.
Harlem
Rainbow Sprinkles
The girls try to cheer up Camille after the news of Ian’s engagement. Tye has an awkward connection to
her Forbes interviewer. Angie hits it off with her Uber driver. Quinn meets a new prospect on a dating app.
Heels
The Big Bad Fish Man
With the South Georgia State Fair only a couple of weeks away, Jack does all he can to keep his
professional and personal lives intact. Meanwhile, Staci has increasing suspicions that Jack played a larger
role than expected in Ace’s Heel-turn.
Hightown
Dot Dot Dot
Jackie and Ray both realize a distressing truth. Frankie feels threatened and Renee proves herself to be
ruthless.
Home Before Dark
The Biggest Life
Tragedy strikes the Lisko family. Hilde loses her paper. Izzy takes a stand.
Home Economics
Mango THC Gummies, $18
The Hayworth family goes to attend the Windmount Academy musical to support Gretchen and Sarah; in
an effort to help calm Tom's nerves as he awaits news about his book, Marina proposes they take the edge
off and relax by taking edibles.
I Love That For You
Faux Florals
Joanna tries to take back her lie but is tested by the attention she gets from being sick. Meanwhile, SVN
celebrates Jackie’s 30th anniversary at the network and Patricia doesn’t want Jackie to tell the truth about
her personal life on air.
I Want You Back
Peter and Emma were on the precipice of life’s biggest moments—marriage, kids, houses in the suburbs—
until their respective partners dumped them. Horrified to learn the loves of their lives had already moved
on, Peter and Emma hatch a hilarious plan to win back their exes with unexpected results.
iCarly
iDragged Him
Carly auditions for a reality competition show with Spencer as her partner, but his competitive tactics
create tension between them. Harper styles a Hollywood Icons drag night while Freddie helps Millicent with
her Model UN Tournament.

Impeachment: American Crime Story
The Wilderness
The Starr Report brings the world to a standstill. The President is impeached. Linda faces the aftermath of
her decisions, Paula makes desperate choices, and Monica considers how to move on with her life.
Insecure
Everything Gonna Be, Okay?!
As she and her friends try to make time for each other no matter what, Issa looks back on all it took to get
to where she is today.
Inventing Anna
Check Out Time
A past blunder throws Vivienne off balance whilst delving into Anna's stay at a swanky hotel, where she
befriended and lavishly tipped concierge Neff.
Joe vs Carole
Sanctuary
Financially struggling, Joe heads to Tampa to confront Carole and make peace, only to escalate their
conflict more.
Jolt
A bouncer with a slightly murderous anger-management problem that she controls with an electrode-lined
vest goes on a revenge-fueled rampage to find the killer of first guy she's ever fallen for. The cops pursue
her as their chief suspect.
Killing Eve
Don't Get Attached
Eve delves into her target’s past. Villanelle re-embraces killing. Carolyn tracks down a top member of The
Twelve.
Killing It
Pilot
A divorced, down-on-his-luck single father named Craig tries to apply for a loan to start a new business,
but an encounter with an Australian Uber driver changes his life forever.
The Kings Of Napa
Judas And The Black-Owned Vineyard
Tensions come to a head as August discovers who is blackmailing the Kings. Dana comes to terms with
Rose's secret rendezvous. Rose discovers the real reason behind their infertility.
Landscapers
Episode Four
From the courtroom to Susan's fantasy of a full-scale Western reveals how detached Susan becomes from
reality, as her and Christopher’s trial begins. Seeing each other for the first time since being arrested, they
are faced with their greatest threat yet: the very real possibility of being separated forever.
The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
Reggie
Ptolemy Grey’s memory is getting worse. After learning his grand-nephew is no longer there for him,
Ptolemy’s niece assigns him a new caretaker.

Law & Order: Organized Crime
Takeover
Bell's task force investigates the connection between Congressman Kilbride and the Marcy Organization.
Stabler makes new friends with a group of close-knit cops. Nova receives a promotion just as her two
worlds begin to collide.
Life & Beth
Leonard
Ann helps Beth move the last of her things out of her and Matt's apartment; Beth enlists her father's help
in wining and dining a big client.
The Lincoln Lawyer
He Rides Again
Following a personal and professional spiral, Los Angeles defense lawyer Mickey Haller receives an
unexpected opportunity from a fellow attorney.
Love Life
Mia Hines
Marcus Watkins begins to question his marriage as he develops a unique friendship with the magnetic Mia
Hines.
Lucifer
My Best Friend’s Wedding
Just as Eve and Maze's wedding day arrives, Eve's ex, Adam - yes, that Adam - shows up hoping to
reconcile. Later, Ella delivers some distressing news.
Made For Love
Another Byron, Another Hazel
Byron and Hazel appear in front of Congress. Jasper deepens his connection with Zelda while intensifying
his search for the scientists. Other Hazel forges a path into the real world.
MAID
Dollar Store
Fleeing in the night with Maddy, Alex seeks help from social services and lands a job with Value Maids, only
to find her problems are just beginning.
Mayor Of Kingstown
This Piece Of My Soul
Kingstown Prison descends into total chaos. Mike desperately works to help stop a riot that will have
serious consequences for all involved.
Modern Love
On A Serpentine Road, With The Top Down
Driving, with the top down, I’m reminded that I too can shift gears, face risk, handle inconvenience — and
survive tragedy. My partner, eyes misting, says: You love that car. And your husband was an extraordinary
man.
The Morning Show
Laura
Bradley covers the start of campaign season while Alex prepares for her big moment.

Mr. Mayor
Venus On The Moon
Neil is forced to burst Orly’s bubble about her perfect mother. Arpi uses the office’s high school interns to
help get a bill passed. A freshly rejected Mikaela tries to prove that she has plenty of time in her life for
things besides work.
Murderville
Triplet Homicide
As Terry mourns his late great-aunt, he finds support in trainee Marshawn Lynch, who helps him scope out
suspects after a wealthy woman is killed.
NCIS: Hawai'i
Pilot
NCIS Special Agent Jane Tennant and her team are called in to investigate the mysterious crash of a top
secret Navy plane into a Hawaiian mountainside. But the suspicious recent off-base activity of the pilot
sends the team onto a turbulent path fraught with dangerous melees and suspenseful cliffhangers.
Never Have I Ever
...been a perfect girl
As Paxton's mixed messages have Devi questioning herself, the upcoming winter dance offers a chance to
determine where she stands- and what she needs.
Night Sky
Lake Diving
Irene, Jude and Denise go on a road trip to find Gabriel, while Franklin and Byron take a journey of their
own. Stella and Toni get to know Farnsworth.
9-1-1
Starting Over
The 118 team races to rescue a cliffside wellness retreat guru after his followers turn on him. Meanwhile,
Maddie contemplates returning to work, Eddie and May make decisions on their future, as do Buck and
Taylor, and the 118 gathers for a surprise wedding.
9-1-1: Lone Star
The Big Chill
A blizzard hits Austin, Texas and the people and infrastructure are not prepared. Captain Owen Strand
(Rob Lowe) of the 126 and his crew save multiple people in the first episode of a 4 episode story.
Nine Perfect Strangers
Random Acts Of Mayhem
Promised total transformation, nine very different people arrive at Tranquillum House, a secluded retreat
run by the mysterious wellness guru Masha.
Only Murders In The Building
Who Is Tim Kono?
The group begins researching the victim. Meanwhile, Mabel’s secretive past starts to be unraveled.

The Other Two
Brooke And Cary Go To A Fashion Show
After a busy day, Pat walks in Chase's fashion show, which he doesn't even care about. When chaos
unfolds, Brooke and Cary are forced to make a big decision.
Outer Banks
My Druthers
John B bristles when Sarah reconnects with a former flame. Ward's web of lies starts to unravel. Pope
discovers a shocking family secret.
Outer Range
The Time
Rhett’s blood is found on the belt buckle belonging to Trevor. While Rhett is being questioned, Royal seizes
an opportunity to steal the evidence. Luke demands answers from Sheriff Joy. Royal and Autumn form an
alliance and when shaking hands, the mountain disappears. Amy finds Trevor’s body on the mountain.
The Outlaws
Episode 6
Even with redemption seemingly in reach, the outlaws find their time running out, and the net closing
around them. They face a stark choice — die apart, or survive together?
Ozark
The Cousin Of Death
Devastated by a tremendous loss, Ruth heads to Chicago to enact revenge as Marty tries to talk her out of
doing something she may regret.
Pam & Tommy
Destroyer Of Worlds
As bootlegs of Lee and Anderson's sex tape begin dominating the market, Gauthier's business dries up; an
annoyed Peraino intimidates Gauthier to pay him the $50k he is owed; Tommy confronts Rand in the
Dodger Stadium parking lot.
Pen15
Bat Mitzvah
An upcoming Bat Mitzvah forces Maya to face a realization about her family's socio economic status while
Anna grapples with an existential crisis.
Pieces Of Her
Episode 4
Andy Oliver pieces together her mother's dark past after a violent attack in their small town brings deadly
secrets to life. In Episode 4 Andy probes possible connections to her mother, including an inmate and a
pharmaceutical CEO. Despite lingering threats, Laura looks for a way out.
Power Book IV: Force
Outrunning A Ghost
Tommy and his business partner butt heads when Tommy makes a decision hoping the outcome will
advance him to the top of the street ranks.

Queen Sugar
To A Different Day
Nova and Billie discuss the past. Hollywood bonds with Gabriel. Micha's romantic relationship ends. Ralph
Angel discovers what is wrong with his crop. A shocking discovery is made on the Bordelon land.
Ray Donovan: The Movie
A showdown decades in the making brings the Donovan family legacy full circle. As the events that made
Ray who he is today finally come to light, the Donovans find themselves drawn back to Boston to face the
past.
Reacher
Welcome To Margrave
Reacher is wrongly accused of murder while visiting the small town of Margrave, GA.
Reno 911!
Jonesteenth
As Lt. Dangle trains his new Reno Bike Squad, Deputy Jones unveils his one-man revue of AfricanAmerican History.
Reno 911!: The Hunt For QAnon
On a mission to track down the one and only Q, the one behind all QAnon conspiracies, Reno 911! The
Hunt For QAnon follows the deputies from the Reno Sheriff’s Department as they get stuck at a QAnon
convention at sea, ultimately escaping only to land at Jeffrey Epstein’s island.
Reservation Dogs
F*ckin' Rez Dogs
One year after the death of their friend, four Native teens commit crimes to fund their efforts to leave their
home in rural Oklahoma.
Reservation Dogs
Uncle Brownie
With a new rivalry crew threatening the Rez Dogs, Elora seeks out her Uncle to help them learn how to
fight.
The Righteous Gemstones
As To How They Might Destroy Him
As BJ’s baptism approaches, Judy clashes with her agnostic in-laws, while Baby Billy struggles with his own
growing family. Still reeling from their father’s revelation, Kelvin and Jesse conspire to put Eli in his place.
Feeling disrespected, Eli reverts back to his wrestler Maniac Kid days and breaks Kelvin’s thumbs.
Roar
The Woman Who Was Kept On A Shelf
A woman (Betty Gilpin) is kept on a shelf. Literally.
Run The World
My Therapist Says
Whitney, Sondi, Ella and Renee attend therapy with a savvy, blunt, upper-west side therapist, Dr. Nancy
Josephson.

Russian Doll
Station To Station
Alan gets in touch with his roots in Berlin. On a trip to Budapest, Nadia and Maxine wind up at a mindbending house party.
Scenes From A Marriage
The Vale Of Tears
Since separating a year ago, Mira returns with news of a big promotion requiring her to relocate to London
and suggests that Jonathan and daughter Ava move with her. Jonathan and Mira share all that they’ve
learned while apart, rekindling old connections even at the risk of worsening dormant wounds.
Search Party
Acts Of The Apostles
Dory makes a shocking discovery about the Lyte pill that calls her beliefs into question.
Servant
Camp
Dorothy works with Veera to get Leanne out of the house, but Jericho and Leanne are more connected than
they know.
Severance
The We We Are
The team discovers troubling revelations.
The Sex Lives Of College Girls
The Truth
While Kimberly faces possible expulsion after her honor code violation, Bela takes a stand against the
Cautullan's culture, Whitney levels with her mom, and Leighton speaks her truth.
The Sex Lives Of College Girls
Welcome To Essex
As they start settling into college life, first-year suite mates Kimberly, Bela, Leighton, and Whitney navigate
relationships, extracurriculars, and culture shock. Later, the girls hit an exclusive party to blow off some
steam.
Sex/Life
This Must Be The Place
Faced with the repercussions of their double date with Devon and Trina, Billie and Cooper arrive at a makeor-break moment in their marriage.
Shining Vale
Chapter Seven - Impertinent Questions
Pat’s deal with Rosemary has rekindled her career and her marriage. But when a housewarming party
spins out of control, Pat realizes she got more than she bargained for.
61st Street
Barefoot And Dangerous
Officer Logan begins to question his own department, while Lieutenant Brannigan presses Moses for a
confession. Franklin revisits the crime scene, finding a new angle for the defense.

The Sky Is Everywhere
17-year-old Lennie Walker, a radiant musical prodigy, struggles with overwhelming grief following the
sudden loss of her older sister, Bailey. Through her vivid imagination and honest, conflicted heart, Lennie
navigates first love and first loss to create a song of her own.
Slow Horses
Failure's Contagious
River Cartwright is ousted from MI5 and finds himself in a place worse than purgatory: Slough House,
dumping ground for failed spies.
Sort Of
Sort Of Gone
After a horrible date and being fired on the same day, Sabi contemplates an opportunity that would change
their life, until an unexpected accident puts their new plans in jeopardy.
Space Force
Mad (Buff) Confidence
Erin gets conflicting advice about a college interview, while Tony sets up a new partnership between Space
Force and an energy drink called Mad Buff.
Squid Game
VIPS
The Masked Leader welcomes VIP guests to the facility for a front-row viewing of the show. In the fifth
game, some players crack under pressure.
The Staircase
Common Sense
After an unexpected homecoming, a critical discovery rocks the Peterson household. Michael’s fate hangs
in the balance as the trial ends.
Station Eleven
Unbroken Circle
Kirsten sets in motion her plan to free the Traveling Symphony, while Miranda tries to live the right life.
Succession
Too Much Birthday
Kendall’s battle against Logan is on the rocks with the DOJ indicating no one, Tom included, will go to
prison. Kendall hosts a dizzyingly extravagant birthday party, which exacerbates his malaise. There, Tom
broods with Greg, while Shiv and Roman vie to connect with Matsson, tech visionary CEO of Gojo.
Super Pumped: The Battle For Uber
Boober
The boardroom becomes a battle zone. The team attends one of the biggest events in the Valley to interact
with tech legends. Travis gains an ally. He is ecstatic but an announcement derails his plans. Austin deals
with a personal matter.
Swagger
#Radicals
Six months after the season shutdown, Swagger DMV embark on a road trip and play in a tournament
where they’re confronted with racism.

Sweet Magnolias
The Rules Of The Game
As the recall petition quickly picks up steam, Maddie and Cal attend a black-tie charity fundraiser and
Ronnie presses Dana Sue to make up her mind.
Ted Lasso
Midnight Train To Royston
A billionaire football enthusiast from Ghana makes Sam an unbelievable offer. Ted plans something special
for Dr. Sharon’s last day with the team.
Tehran
Blood Funeral
Tamar doesn’t know who to trust. A cat-and-mouse game leads to deadly consequences.
The Thing About Pam
She's A Helper
The Thing About Pam is the dramatized retelling of Betsy Faria’s murder. Renée Zellweger embodies the
outsized personality of Pam Hupp who was eventually charged for her murder while incarcerated for
another. Keith Morrison narrates as the show reveals Hupp’s diabolical scheme to manipulate those around
her.
This Is Us
Day Of The Wedding
The Pearsons gather for Kate and Phillip's wedding.
Trying
The Sun On Your Back
Penny sends Nikki and Jason to a fancy-dress party that could change their lives. Nikki helps her sister,
Karen, choose a wedding dress.
United States Of Al
Poker
Art grows concerned when Al gets hooked on playing poker, misses a class and is late for work. Also, Lizzie
and Brett's relationship grows stronger, but she struggles with dating again for the first time in a few
years.
Upload
Robin Hood
Frustrated with the inequities at Lakeview, Nathan and Luke decide to redistribute some wealth with
Ingrid’s unwitting help. Nora undertakes a secretive mission.
Virgin River
Jack And Jill
Jack and Mel argue about their relationship and their future while competing in the Lumberjack Games.
Brie opens up about her painful breakup.

The Voyeurs
A young couple find themselves becoming interested in the sex life of their neighbors across the street.
What starts as an innocent curiosity turns into an unhealthy obsession, after they discover that one
neighbor is cheating. Temptation and desire cause their lives to become tangled together leading to deadly
consequences.
We Are Lady Parts
Play Something
Geeky PhD student and part-time guitar teacher Amina Hussain is desperate to find a husband. Meanwhile,
punk band, Lady Parts rehearsals are cut short when fiery frontwoman Saira, insists they need a lead
guitarist. Their worlds are about to collide!
We Own This City
Part One
Jenkins preaches the merits of solid police work; but takes liberties with his squad. Jensen and Sieracki
interrogate Gondo about his connections. An overdose in Harford County leads McDougall and Kilpatrick to
a city drug market. Steele researches cops with reputations. Suiter is assigned his first case in homicide.
WeCrashed
Hustle Harder
After a huge investment, WeWork is firmly in the big leagues—and Adam is ready to take aim at his
competition. Rebekah's friendship is strained.
The White Lotus
Arrivals
Resort manager Armond tries to appease unreasonable Shane and his easy-going new wife Rachel, while
spa director Belinda calms grieving, Tanya. As a distraction from a health scare, Nicole suggests her
husband Mark spend time with their son Quinn, who’s been ostracized by his sister Olivia and her friend
Paula.
The Wilds
Day 46/26
Now that they’ve expelled an alleged criminal, the boys clash over how much mercy to show him. Ivan’s
past choices back home have impacted his life and those around him. Over on the girls’ island, Leah’s mind
starts playing tricks on her, while Martha’s past comes back to haunt her.
With Love
Nochebuena
It’s Christmas Eve AKA Nochebuena, and the Diaz family gathers together for their annual celebration. Lily
is dealing with a recent break-up, while her brother, Jorge Jr., is bringing a boyfriend home to meet the
family. We also meet other Portland residents and see how their lives intertwine.
Wolf Like Me
Episode 1
As a widower, Gary struggles to connect with his 11-year-old daughter Emma; when he meets the
mysterious Mary, it might be a sign that their universe is about to change -- if Mary’s dark secret doesn’t
tear them apart first.

The Woman In The House Across The Street From The Girl In The Window
Episode 4
Anna's online sleuthing unearths a close connection to Neil - and one tragedy after another. During a trip
to a lighthouse, Anna's suspicions run wild.
Y: The Last Man
The Day Before
On the eve of the worst crisis in human history, Congresswoman Jennifer Brown clashes with the President.
Her children Yorick and Hero reach an emotional crossroads. None of them know their lives are about to
change forever.
Yellowjackets
Pilot
On the eve of a fateful flight, a championship high school girls soccer squad celebrates being a team by
betraying one another. 25 years later, the survivors do their best imitations of well-adjusted people.
Yellowstone
Half The Money
The coordinated attack on the Duttons continues as everyone searches for answers on who is responsible;
Rip delivers on a promise.
You
We're All Mad Here
While Dottie spirals into emotional turmoil, Love tries to get intel on Matthew's investigation. Joe sets his
sights on derailing Marienne's ex.

End of Category

